
Response to Allen-Bridson and Pollock

To The Editor—We appreciate the opportunity to respond to
Allen-Bridson and Pollock and thank them for their thought-
ful letter. We value the data provided in their letter, which
helps to illustrate that the overall under-ascertainment of
clinically meaningful catheter-associated urinary tract infec-
tion (CAUTI) is likely to be lower than we reported in our
study, which was purposively constrained to urinary tract-
related bloodstream infection. We also recognize that surveil-
lance and clinical definitions are used for different purposes
and may not always align.

We would, however, like to raise the following salient
points. First, although the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) National Health Safety Network (NHSN)
CAUTI measures are surveillance based, they are widely used
for quality improvement assessment, are tied to compensation,
and are often used interchangeably as clinical CAUTI events
deemed “potentially preventable.” Thus, it is important for the
surveillance measures to be considered clinically relevant.

Second, using historical data containing CAUTIs reported
under previous definitions, the CDC reported that the recent
change in the CAUTI definition led to a drop in the CAUTI
standardized infection ratio to 0.55, with a corresponding
reduction in number of attributable events.1 Many hospitals
might mistakenly view this reduction based purely on defini-
tional change as improvement, thereby no longer focusing on
inappropriate urinary catheter use. Additionally, the capture of
data regarding previously attributed bacteremic CAUTIs
through reclassification as central-line bloodstream infection
(CLABSIs) denotes a shift in diagnosis and not necessarily an
improved diagnosis of CLABSI. The NHSN CLABSI definition
is one of exclusion; thus, bacteremia with no other primary
source defined by NHSN often ends up being labeled CLABSI.
Attributing bacteremia due to urinary tract infection as
CLABSI may pose issues because the preventive and ther-
apeutic measures for CAUTI and CLABSI differ.

Third, we agree that with a clinician-based approach, it is
difficult to objectively measure for accuracy of diagnosis.
However, patients labeled by clinicians as having CAUTI that
receive antimicrobials represent a population that includes
symptomatic CAUTI and asymptomatic bacteriuria. These are
both relevant safety issues for patients in the hospital setting:
one is related to device harm and the other is associated with
unnecessary antimicrobial harm.

Finally, our conclusion was to consider alternative mod-
ifications to the CAUTI surveillance definition; clinician-based
diagnosis was provided as one possible example. We further
advocate the use of the device utilization ratio as an objective
measure that reflects all potential risks (infectious and
non-infectious) associated with the urinary catheter.2

We applaud the CDC for their efforts in enhancing patient
safety. Although we are not promoting clinician-based

diagnosis of CAUTI as the panacea, we believe that taking it
and other alternatives into consideration have a place in
modifying and improving the CAUTI definition. While
this process will require several iterations before deriving a
surveillance definition that best represents the clinical practice
of CAUTI prevention and care, it will be a worthwhile pursuit
because it will provide an incredibly powerful tool that can be
used to both prevent CAUTI and reduce inappropriate
antimicrobial use.
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Accounting for Competing Events in
Multivariate Analyses of Hospital-Acquired
Infection Risk Factors

To the Editor—We congratulate Brown et al1 for the excellent
review article about the necessary issues that need to be
addressed in multivariate analyses of hospital-acquired infec-
tion (HAI) risk factors. We agree that 4 statistical issues should
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be addressed in such an analysis as follows: (1) adjust for the
at-risk time, (2) avoid the time-dependent bias in case of time-
dependent exposures, (3) include ecological exposure mea-
sures, and (4) account for correlated outcomes.

In addition to these challenges, we would like to emphasize
the need to account for competing events when evaluating the
risk of HAI.2,3 When studying the time to HAI, patients are
usually followed until the occurrence of HAI, discharge, or
death without HAI. Due to the definition of HAI, the risk of
acquiring HAI after discharge is 0, and it is also 0 after death.
Thus, it is recognized that discharge or death without HAI are
competing events for HAI.2,3 In the presence of competing
events, 2 different metrics should be distinguished: the
(hazard) rate metric, which explores the etiology, and the risk
metric, which is related to prediction (Table 1).

For instance, in a multilevel competing risk analysis,4 we
showed that intensive care unit (ICU) patients who received
antibiotic treatment 48 h before and/or after ICU admission
had a lower hazard of acquiring a primary or secondary
nosocomial bacteremia of any pathogen (hazard ratio [HR],
0.83; 95% CI, 0.77–0.88). For the competing events, antibiotic

treatment is also associated with an increased death hazard
(HR, 1.08; 95% CI, 1.04–1.13) and a reduced discharge hazard
(HR, 0.70; 95% CI, 0.69–0.71), meaning that patients with
antibiotic treatment remain at risk longer. These 3 hazard
ratios refer to the rate metric. However, the infection hazard
ratio cannot be interpreted as a comparison of cumulative
infection risk because the cumulative infection risk depends
also on all competing event hazards.2,3,5 This can be seen if the
antibiotic treatment is studied on a risk metric where the
subdistribution hazard ratio is 1.01 (95% CI, 0.95–1.09). In
this case, a simpler risk metric analysis via logistic regression
and risk odds ratios yielded similar results.4 The phenomenon
can be explained as follows: Even though patients with
antibiotic treatment acquire less nosocomial bacteremia per
ICU day at risk (nosocomial bacteremia HR, 0.83), their
extended at-risk time in the ICU (discharge HR, 0.70) results
eventually in an equal cumulative infection risk. Notably, the
discharge hazard is much larger than the death hazard and is
therefore the main determinant for the at-risk time.
It is very likely that there is a similar phenomenon in the

analysis of Brown et al.1 In their second sensitivity analysis,

table 1. Overview of Rate and Risk Metric Models in Multivariate Analyses of Hospital-Acquired Infection (HAI) Risk Factors

Rate Metric Measures Rate Metric Models Rate Metric Issues

HAI hazard ratios Cox proportional hazards regression
model

- Accounts for time-at-risk
- Allows for time-dependent exposures
- HAI hazard ratios cannot be interpreted as a
comparison of cumulative HAI risks.

- Incomplete; the impact of risk factors on death/
discharge without HAI is missing.

HAI odds ratios from conditional logistic
regression models after incidence-density
sampling regarding time to HAI

Conditional logistic regression
models after incidence-density
sampling regarding time to HAI

- Odds ratio estimates the hazard ratio because it is
matched on time at risk.

- Same issues as for HAI hazard ratios.

Event-specific hazard ratios (HAI, discharge
and death without HAI)

Event-specific Cox proportional
hazards regression models

- There are 3 hazard ratios for each risk factor.
- The HAI hazard ratios are exactly the same as
listed above.

- Provides deep insights into direct and indirect effects
due to competing events

- Allows for time-dependent exposures
- HAI hazard ratios cannot be interpreted as a
comparison of cumulative HAI risks.

Risk Metric Measures Risk Metric Models Risk Metric Issues
Overall risk odds ratio ignoring time at risk Simple logistic regression model - Simplified evaluation of overall HAI risk

- Time at risk is ignored.
- Cannot include time-dependent exposures

- Risk, cumulative risk, cumulative incidence
function, Subdistribution hazard ratios

Fine and Gray regression model
(adapted Cox proportional
hazards regression model)

- Subdistribution hazard is directly linked to the
cumulative HAI risk.

- Subdistribution HAI hazard ratios can be inter-
preted as a comparison of cumulative HAI risks.

- Inclusion of time-dependent exposures is difficult.
- It is a summary measure of all competing events.
- Probability interpretation
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they reported an amplified effect of direct antibiotic use in
terms of an odds ratio of 2.26 (95% CI, 1.71–2.97); this ana-
lysis was based on a risk metric (see Table 1). We believe that
this amplification can be explained analogously by a compet-
ing risk analysis. As in our analysis, we expect that patients
with direct antibiotic use remain at risk longer in the hospital
(ie, a reducing effect of antibiotic treatment on the discharge
hazard occurs without HAI).

As correctly stated by Brown et al, when analyzing cohort
studies with time-fixed or time-dependent exposures using the
corresponding Cox proportional hazard model (approaches 1
and 2 in Brown et al1), patients were technically considered
censored if they experienced discharge or death without
infection. This analysis is valid, but we argue that it is incom-
plete if the impact of the exposures on discharge or death
without infection is not studied. Therefore, an additional
analysis regarding the competing events is necessary. This is
done by performing additional Cox proportional hazard
models with the same exposures but for the competing events
as the outcome. Patients who acquire a HAI are then censored
at the time of infection onset.4

Such competing risk analyses are not only very informative,
they might also explain phenomena due to the 2 metrics. We
believe that competing risk analyses are necessary since ignoring
the potential effect of exposures on the competing events can
easily lead to incorrect conclusions. For instance, a rate metric
analysis showed no effect of burns onHAI in African children but
a simple risk metric analyses showed a 3 times higher risk of HAI
because children with burns remain at risk much longer in the
hospital.3 The type of metric highly matters and influences the
conclusion. Thus, only the use of both metrics can provide a
complete picture in multivariate analyses of HAI risk factors.4,5

However, in the presence of time-dependent exposures, the rate
metric approaches are very suitable,6 but risk metric approaches
have still challenging limitations in their interpretation.
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Reply to Wolkewitz: When to Use Cumulative
Risk-Based Versus Rate-Based Approaches in
the Analysis of Hospital-Acquired Infection
Risk Factors? That Depends on the Question

To the Editor—We thank Dr. Wolkewitz for his thoughtful
comments and clear breakdown of cumulative risk-based and
rate-based measures of association in hospital acquired
infection (HAI) research. We agree that a thorough under-
standing of the distinction between rate-based and cumulative
risk-based metrics is essential for researchers performing
studies of HAI risk factors.
Another way of thinking about this distinction is through

the lens of the study question, which is often either etiologic
or prognostic in nature.1 The objective of an etiologic
research question is to assess the causal association between
a risk factor and a given outcome. That is, if a given
exposure were introduced experimentally, would a given
patient be more or less likely to experience the outcome.2

On the other hand, prognostic research aims to predict the
probability that a patient subgroup experiences an outcome
on or before a given time point in a hospital stay, irre-
spective of whether a given risk factor caused an increased
rate of disease.
In HAI research, patient subgroups with longer hospital

stays may be more likely to develop an HAI during a given stay
only because of the longer average duration of their stay.
Whereas a risk-based approach would capture this as a dif-
ference in cumulative risk of HAI, a rate-based approach
would find that the rate of HAI is no different. Epidemiologists
interested in questions regarding etiology may be more likely
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